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Amit Ray,

Bleak Future of Next Generation
In the Constitution of India, it is
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disaster.
Realising the importance of a clean environment for the survival of the present and
future generations; it is quite essential that we protect the wealth of our nature. It is the

responsibility of each individual to handover the environment to next generation in the
very form as we got it from our ancestors.

Anlit Theresa Shaji
S5 B. Com. LL. B

COASTAL REGULATION ZONE (CRZ)
The scenic beauty of Kerala is

and the 100 meter construction zones,

the land from the existing lanes or

part of the dynamic of Kerala’s so-

marine zones, coastal waters, river

from the existing approved struc-

cial history. So the importance of

banks, mangroves are considered as

tures on the land construction

Environmental Sector Protection of

work must comply with the stand-

such areas is essential.

ards of the coastal maintenance

“To catch the reader's attention, place an

interesting sentence or quote
the story
protecting
thefromcoastal
zone is huge.
here.”

The only feature of Kerala coast is a

network of water bodies known as

The CRZ across the country is

authority. Depending on the exist-

slopes, which are parallel to the coast

divided into four categories namely,

ing floor area and the change in

of 560m, which is 8 m below sea

CRZ 1-No construction is permitted

use, approved structures may be

level. As part of the Environ-

rebuilt. CRZ 2-

mental Protection Act of

CRZ 2 munici-

1986, the Ministry of Envi-

pal

ronment and Forests issued a

tions, CRZ 2,

Coastal

Zone

will only allow

[CRZ] in February 1991 to

construction on

protect the natural resources

the land from

of the coast, while coastal

the

margins constitute only 8%of

lanes or from

the world’s surface area. As

the

per the notification, the fluc-

approved

tuations along the 5m high

structures

Regulation

jurisdic-

existing
existing
on

coastal areas, river side, lakes is

except for projects related to the De-

the land construction work must

known as coastal confined areas.

partment of Atomic energy, weather

comply with the standards of the

CRZ is meant to protect tided rivers,

radar and natural gas exploration. This

coastal

backwaters, areas with 5 PPD of salt

area includes mangroves, coral reefs,

Depending on the existing floor

in the water, and coastal and marine

sand dunes, national parks and bird

area and the change in use, ap-

areas. Under the CRZ law, the

nesting sites.

proved structures may be rebuilt.

coastal and marine areas in which

CRZ 2 -municipal jurisdictions,

constructions are deemed ineligible,

CRZ 2, will only allow construction on
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land is a development restricted

most

miles(22.2

ecological setup and promotes

area. In the case of the lake, the

km,13.8m)from the baseline (usually

natural functions of the coast. The

area is less than a 100 meters or

the mean low water mask) of a

prevailing CRZ regulations that

less in width. No construction is

coastal state). Fishing and allied ac-

assures protection of ecologically

allowed in this area. It is 50 meters

tivities are permitted in this zone,

fragile zones, while allowing sim-

in the case of inland waters. Fish-

has been changed from 1991 notifi-

ultaneous and appropriate devel-

erman are allowed 100 to 200 me-

cation,

opment, have to be retained.

ters of construction and rebuilding

stretches in islands of Andaman &

work from the tidal line. The con-

Nicobar and Lakshadweep.

12

natural

which

covered

coastal

struction has to be approved by

An integrated coastal zone man-

government agencies. Wastewater

agement strategy with a holistic ap-

treatment

hospitals,

proach which includes the natural

schools, toilets and cemeteries for

ecosystems and the human socio-

the local residents can be con-

economic system is needed. Since

structed with the approved. The

coastal stretches compromise com-

units for the employment of fish-

plex ecosystems. It can simultane-

ermen can also be constructed

ously promote development along

with the approval. Hostels or re-

coasts. Success stories worldwide

sorts can be built in an area of 200

have shown that environmentally

to 500 meters.

sustainable development can guaran-

CRZ 4- this lies in the aquatic

tee continued economic benefits,

area up to territorial limits (is a

does not deplete resources, does not

belt of coastal waters extending at

pollute environment, protects the

plants,
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CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS IN HUMAN RIGHTS
Human rights being essential for

Political rights include natu-

The Civil and Political Rights

all-round development of the person-

ral justice (procedural fairness)

have been recognised specifically

ality of the individual in the society,

in law, such as the rights of the

in the Indian Constitution as

it is the responsibility of the state to

accused, including the right to a

'Fundamental Rights' (under Part

take necessary steps for its protection

fair trial; due process; the right to

III). They may be referred to

in case of violation. Human rights are

seek redress or a legal remedy;

'specified'

those rights which are entitled by

and rights of participation in civil

because they are mentioned in the

virtue of being human. Since these

society

Constitution

rights belong to the individuals

as

association,

The various rights embodied in

through their very existence and be-

the right to assemble, the right to

the constitution show that they

come operative with their birth. Hu-

petition, the right to self defense

were available to all the citizens

man rights being the birth right are

and the right to vote.

of the country much before India

and

freedom

politics
of

such

fundamental
by

rights
name.

therefore inherent

ratified the

in all the individu-

covenant on

als irrespective of

Civil

their caste, creed,

Political

religion, sex and

Rights.

nationality.

Hu-

While most

are

of the rights

man

rights

and

essential for all the

are

individuals as they

ble to both

are consonant with

citizens and

their freedom and

foreigners

dignity

alike

and

are

availa-

(eg.

conducive to phys-

Article 14,

ical, moral, and

Article 20,

spiritual welfare.

Article 21,

Civil rights or liberties are re-

The nature of civil and political

Article 21A etc.), certain rights

ferred to those rights which are relat-

rights may be different but they

are exclusive only for the Indian

ed to the protection of the right to life

are inter-related and interwoven,

citizens (eg. Article 15, Article

and personal liberty. They are essen-

and therefore, it does not appear

16, Article 19 etc.). With regard

tial for a person so that he may live a

logical to differentiate them. This

to the political right of getting

dignified life. Such rights include

reason alone led to the formulation

contested in elections and right to

right to life, liberty and security of

of one Covenant covering both

the vote, it is available only for

persons, right to privacy, home and

civil and political rights into one

the citizens.

correspondence, right to own proper-

Covenant i.e., the International

ty, freedom from torture inhuman and

Covenant on Civil and Political

degrading treatment,

of

Rights, 1966 (ICCPR) adopted by

Athulya Rajeev

thought, conscience and religion and

the United Nation’s General As-

S5 B. Com. LL. B

freedom of movement.

sembly on December 19, 1966.

freedom
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‘ADIOS AMIGOS’– Farewell to 2014– 19 BBA LL. B Batch- 05/01/2020
Won second prize in
Thiruvathirakali conducted by Nehru
Yuva Kendra, Idukki as part of
National Youth Day celebration.

- 12 /01/2020

Moot court orientation class
for students by
Adv. Jithin Saji
(Praticing Lawyer,
Court of Kerala)

- 24/01/2020
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25/
01/
2020
Hosted State level awareness programme on ADR
mechanism for final year students in association
with Kerala State Mediation and Conciliation Centre and District Mediation Centre Idukki which
was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Mr. justice
A. M. Shaffique, High Court of Kerala.

Official release of the law magazine ;
LAMATES by Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.
M. Shaffique.

Inauguration and problem release of
Internal Moot Court competition 2020
by
Hon’ble
District
Judge
Mr. Muhammed Vaseem .

Release of the logo of CLALA by the
Hon’ble Mr. Justice A. M. Shaffique.

Release of monthly newsletter
series ‘IMPULSE’ by the district
judge Mr. Muhammed Vaseem.
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Campus Buzz
Organized a class on
‘ADR mechanisms’ to
final year students by
Adv. Sreelal Warriar,
Arbitrator & Mediator
@ Warriar & Co., Cochin.

- 25/01/2020
Conducted class on Lifestyle Diseases and Diet
Planning by Health Department, Govt. of Kerala in
association with Womens Club CSL. As part of the
class, a poster competition was also conducted for
the students.

-28/01/2020
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